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Abstract

Objective. The aim was to develop two disease- and treatment-related knowledge about RA (DataK-

RA) short forms using item response theory-based linear optimal test design.

Methods. We used the open source Excel add-in solver to program a linear optimization algorithm to

develop two short forms from the DataK-RA item bank. The algorithm was instructed to optimize preci-

sion (i.e. reliability) of the scores for both short forms, subject to a number of constraints that served

to ensure that each short form would include unique items and that the short forms would have similar

psychometric properties. Agreement among item response theory scores obtained from the different

short forms was assessed using the Bland–Altman method and Student’s paired t-test. Construct valid-

ity and relative efficiency of the short forms was evaluated by relating the score to age, sex and edu-

cational attainment.

Results. Two short forms were derived from the DataK-RA item bank that satisfied all content

constraints. Both short forms included 15 unique items and yielded reliable scores (r> 0.70), with low

ceiling and floor effects. The short forms yielded statistically indistinguishable mean scores according

to Student’s paired t-test and Bland–Altman analysis. Scores on short forms 1 and 2 were associated

with age, sex and educational attainment to a similar extent.

Conclusion. In this study, we developed two DataK-RA short forms with unique items, yet similar

psychometric properties, that can be used to assess patients pre- and post-test interventions aimed at

improving disease-related knowledge in RA patients.
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Key messages

. We developed disease- and treatment-related knowledge about RA short forms for assessing patients’
knowledge with minimal patient burden.

. Both short forms yield reliable scores to measure patient knowledge levels in pre–post-test intervention studies.

. Item response theory enables item selection while still allowing comparison of outcomes with earlier studies.
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Introduction

Shared decision-making is a collaborative process en-

gaged in by patients and their health-care providers, in

which patient values and preferences, in addition to

medical evidence, are taken into account when making

treatment decisions that are optimally personalized to

the circumstances, needs and preferences of individual

patients [1, 2]. Knowledge about their disease and its

treatment is a prerequisite for patients to engage fully in

shared decision-making [3]. Patient education interven-

tions have, therefore, been recommended as an integral

part of the management of patients with RA [4–6]. It is

also recommended that health-care professionals make

use of evidence-based education programmes to edu-

cate patients about their disease. Patient knowledge

tests are used in clinical trials to assess the increase in

disease knowledge attributable to education

interventions.

In a previous paper, we introduced the disease- and

treatment-associated knowledge in rheumatoid arthritis

(DataK-RA) item bank for assessing patients’ overall

level of disease knowledge. DataK-RA comprehensively

captures different aspects of knowledge of RA and its

treatment [7]. The item bank was developed using an

extensive research process, in which content of previ-

ously validated knowledge questionnaires was com-

bined with contemporary treatment insights of health-

care professionals and patients [8–11].

Although most previously proposed patient knowledge

instruments used in RA are based on classical test the-

ory, we chose to develop an item response theory (IRT)-

based item bank. With respect to the assessment of pa-

tient knowledge in particular, IRT has a number of

advantages. First, IRT allows users of the DataK-RA

item bank to select only those items from the item bank

that they consider most relevant for their patient popula-

tion, while still allowing the results of their study to be

compared with the results of other studies for which dif-

ferent items were chosen. Second, different items may

also be presented to the same patient at different time

points. This is particularly useful in the assessment of

patient knowledge in pre–post-test intervention studies,

because presenting patients with the same question-

naire at multiple time points may result in an overestima-

tion of the increase in knowledge, as a result of patients

remembering or learning the answers to specific ques-

tions. Finally, which information about their disease is

important for patients to know may change over time as

new insights into RA or its treatment develop, causing

certain items to lose relevance and new information to

become more important. Item response theory allows

obsolete items to be removed and new items to be

added to the item bank, without losing the ability to

compare outcomes with earlier studies.

However, a potential drawback of IRT-based instru-

ments is that scoring procedures are fairly complex and

usually require specific software to implement, which

might limit the viability of IRT-based instruments in

practice. Therefore, in the present paper we introduce

two DataK-RA-derived questionnaires that can be used

by health-care professionals or researchers aiming to

assess patients’ knowledge levels with minimal burden.

We provide an evaluation of the psychometric properties

of both short forms and provide instructions on how to

obtain DataK-RA IRT scores for the short forms.

Methods

DataK-RA

The DataK-RA item bank encompasses items to mea-

sure comprehensively patients’ knowledge on relevant

aspects of RA and its treatment. These aspects were

identified in a rigorous qualitative process that included

a systematic literature review, a RAND-modified Delphi

scoring procedure and consensus meeting with rheuma-

tology professionals and a focus group with patients

with RA. The complete item bank can be found in the

supplemental materials of our earlier paper describing

the development process of DataK-RA in detail [7]. The

item bank contains 42 multiple choice items, with two to

four response options per item.

DataK-RA was calibrated using the two-parameter lo-

gistic IRT model (2pl), which is an item response model

for dichotomous items, in which the patient knowledge

scores and the difficulty of the items are placed on a

common scale. In particular, the model describes the

probability that a person correctly answers an item as a

logistic function of the patient’s knowledge level (h) mi-

nus the difficulty of the item (b). In addition, each item

has another parameter (a), which determines the slope

of the function. Scores on items with a high a parameter

depend strongly on the latent variable, hence these

items discriminate well between patients with high and

low levels of disease knowledge. The item parameters

can also be used to calculate item information functions

that describe the contribution of the item to the preci-

sion of the scores. Summing of the item information

functions of all items that were administered to a patient

yields a score information function, which is inversely re-

lated to the standard error of estimation for a particular

score.

Development of short forms

Cross-sectional data that were collected for the devel-

opment of the DataK-RA were also available to evaluate

the two short forms. These data were obtained by send-

ing a questionnaire containing the initial pool of 63 items

(in Dutch) to all 721 patients with RA from Bernhoven

Rheumatology Department and all 90 patients with RA

from the Rheumatology Research Panel of the University

of Twente. All patients received a questionnaire via mail

and received one reminder if necessary. Based on these

data, the final DataK-RA item pool (42 items) was com-

piled [7].

This study was performed in compliance with the

Declaration of Helsinki. The Committee on Research
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Involving Human Subjects Arnhem–Nijmegen exempted

our study from formal ethical approval because it did

not involve research covered by the Medical Research

Involving Human Subjects Act (file 2015-1728). In addi-

tion, the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Behavioural,

Management and Social Sciences of the University of

Twente approved our study.

In our present study, we used the mixed integer pro-

gramming method proposed by Van der Linden [12] to

derive two DataK-RA short forms with optimal and simi-

lar measurement properties. We wanted the short forms

to be useful in longitudinal studies in RA patients who

have not yet been exposed to educational interventions

aimed at increasing RA-related knowledge. Therefore,

we sought to include items in the short forms that were

optimally suited to assess disease knowledge levels of

RA patients in the subpopulation of patients with a rela-

tively low level of knowledge. Also, we wanted each

short form to include 15 items to prevent patient burden,

and each item could feature in only one short form to

prevent learning effects. Furthermore, the short forms

should yield reliable scores of similar precision across

the continuum of patient knowledge scores.

These requirements can be framed as a combinatorial

optimization problem, where the objective function is to

maximize the scale information functions of the two

short forms given certain content constraints imposed

on the included items. We used the open source Excel

add-in solver to program the optimization algorithm.

Given that the scores in the overall sample of patients

were normally distributed with a mean (S.D.) IRT score of

50 (10), we chose to optimize the information functions

at the three IRT score levels of 30, 40 and 50, subject to

the constraints that: (1) the total number of items in-

cluded in each short form should be 15; (2) the condi-

tional reliability (r) coefficients should be �0.70 at each

of the three IRT score levels of 30, 40 and 50 [13]; (3)

the absolute difference in information provided by the

short forms should not exceed 0.50 at any of the three

IRT score levels; and (4) each item can feature in only

one short form.

Obtaining short form scores

We created several tools that researchers can use to

obtain IRT-scaled scores for response data collected

using either or both short forms. Initially, we tabulated

expected a posteriori scores and associated standard

errors for each possible raw score, for both short forms.

The resulting crosswalk table assigns the same IRT-

scaled score to all response patterns that lead to the

same number of correct responses. However, the con-

version tables are applicable only when there are no

missing values. Moreover, it is likely that IRT-scaled

scores for individual response patterns are slightly more

accurate and precise compared with the IRT-scaled

scores obtained using the conversion tables. Therefore,

we compared the overall reliability and agreement of the

crosswalked scores with expected a posteriori scores

for individual response patterns. R code to obtain

IRT-scaled scores when missing values are present or

when optimal accuracy is sought is available from the

corresponding author on request.

Score agreement

The agreement among IRT scores obtained from both

short forms was examined using the Bland–Altman pro-

cedure [17]. Given that the IRT model serves to correct

the scores for item characteristics, we expected that the

estimated bias should not be significantly different from

zero. This was tested using a one-sample Student’s t-

test. We also compared agreement among scores

obtained using different short forms between cross-

walked IRT-scaled and IRT pattern scores.

Reliability and measurement precision

The reliability of both short forms was tested using

greatest empirical reliability coefficients [15]. A reliability

coefficient >0.70 has been proposed as a minimum

standard for use in scientific studies for group-level

inferences [16]. To examine the degree to which short

form scores were equally precise across the different

patient knowledge levels, we plotted the information

functions for both short forms and compared these

visually.

Construct validity and relative efficiency

In our previous paper, DataK-RA total scores were

found to increase with educational attainment according

to the International Standard Classification of Education

level and age, and female patients were found to have

higher DataK-RA total scores than men [7]. In the pre-

sent study, we therefore hypothesized that DataK-RA

scores on both short forms would also be associated

with these variables and that the strength of these asso-

ciations would be similar for both short forms. These hy-

potheses were tested using univariate linear regression

analysis. For each variable, we obtained the proportion

of explained variance (R2Þ, and we tested the hypothesis

that the slope of the regression line was statistically dif-

ferent from zero, using a Student’s t-test provided by

SPSS version 23.

In addition, given that both short forms assess the

same construct and were developed to have similar reli-

ability, we hypothesized that the relative efficiency, de-

fined as the ratio of the test statistics for the regression

coefficients, would be close to one for age, educational

level and sex [17].

Floor and ceiling effects

Floor and ceiling effects, defined as the proportions of

patients with 0 and 100% correct answers, respectively,

were examined and compared between the different

short forms. Floor or ceiling effects >15% are usually

considered problematic [18]. We tested the difference

between the short forms using the T-test for dependent

proportions.

Assessment of patient knowledge in RA
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Results

Patient characteristics

Of the 811 patients with RA who received the question-

naire, 419 patients recruited from Bernhoven and 54

patients recruited from the University of Twente returned

a completed questionnaire. This corresponds to a re-

sponse rate of 58 and 60%, respectively. The character-

istics of these patients represented a typical RA

population, with more females than males (64.5%), and

the mean age was 65 years (S.D.¼ 13 years). Average dis-

ease duration in our sample was 13 months (S.D. ¼ 12;

see Table 1). Generally, patients filled in the complete

questionnaire. The mean percentage of missing values

for items was 3.2% (S.D. ¼ 2.0%).

Short forms

Two short forms could be derived from the DataK-RA

item bank that satisfied the content constraints. The

items and response options of both short forms are pre-

sented in the Supplemental Material, available at

Rheumatology Advances in Practice online. Table 2

presents the conversions that can be used to obtain ap-

proximate DataK-RA IRT scores from the summed

scores for both short forms. These conversion tables

can be used to convert the raw number correct scores

to IRT-scaled scores. Table 2 shows that IRT-scaled

scores can range from �24 to 65 for both short forms

and that raw scores on both short forms were linked to

similar IRT-scaled scores. Given that the scale informa-

tion functions were constrained to be similar (constraint 3

in the Methods section), conditional reliability coeffi-

cients associated with each raw score were similar

across the range of raw scores from 0 to 15. Finally, it

can be seen that conditional reliability was >0.70 across

the range of IRT-scaled scores from 30 to 50 (con-

straint 2) for both short forms.

Score reliability

Item response theory-scaled scores were reliable, with

all reliability coefficients >0.70. The reliability coefficients

for IRT pattern scores were slightly higher (0.71, 0.73)

compared with reliability coefficients obtained from IRT-

scaled scores converted using Table 2 (0.70, 0.72) for

short form 1 and 2, respectively. As intended, the preci-

sion of the scores was maximum at the targeted IRT

score levels (Fig. 1), and the precision of short form

scores was similar across the latent patient knowledge

continuum.

Score agreement

The IRT pattern scores on short form 1 exhibited an ap-

proximately normal distribution and those short form 2

exhibited an almost identical distribution, with a mean

(S.D.) of 51.06 (8.39) on short form 1 and 51.28 (8.39) on

short form 2. The IRT pattern scores were slightly lower

on short form 1, with an estimated bias (S.D.) of �0.218

(5.88). However, this was not significantly different from

0 (t-distribution¼ 0.68, P¼ 0.49). The 95% agreement

interval ranged from �11.75 to 11.31 points on the t-

score metric (Fig. 2). Taken together, these results indi-

cate that there is no systematic bias in scores obtained

from the two short forms when the IRT-based pattern

scoring procedure is used and that scores on the short

forms can be expected to lie within a range of 11 points

of each other.

The approximate IRT scores obtained via the cross-

walk were only slightly less congruent, with an estimated

bias (S.D.) of �0.257 (5.88), (P¼0.42) and limits of agree-

ment ranging from �11.77 to 11.25. This suggests that

when there are no missing values, researchers can use

the conversion tables, without loss of accuracy and pre-

cision of the scores.

Construct validity and relative efficiency

The results of the linear regression analyses are summa-

rized in Table 3. The results were generally in agreement

with our hypotheses. Age, educational level and sex

were all associated with DataK-RA short form score, ex-

cept that the scores on short form 1 were not statisti-

cally associated with sex. In addition, the relative

efficiency coefficients were all close to one, which sug-

gests that the strength of the associations of DataK-RA

scores with the tested variables was similar for short

forms 1 and 2.

Floor and ceiling effects

There were no floor effects for either short form, with no

(0%) patients with no correct answers on short form 1

and one (0.2%) person with no questions right on short

form 2. Floor effects were similar for both questionnaires

(z¼ 0.97, P¼ 0.16). There were also no notable ceiling

effects, with 37 (7.8%) and 31 (6.6%) patients with all

questions correct on short forms 1 and 2, respectively.

The percentage of patients with all questions correct did

not differ significantly (z¼ 0.68, P¼ 0.25).

Discussion

In this paper, we introduced two short forms based on

the DataK-RA item bank. Items from DataK-RA can be

TABLE 1 Demographics of the respondents (n¼ 473)

Parameter Value

Sex, n (% female) 305 (64.50%)

Age, years 64.99 (13.00) (23–101)
Disease duration, months 12.96 (11.99) (1–77)

Education level, n (%)
Low 199 (42.8)
Intermediate 197 (42.5)

High 68 (14.4)

Values are the mean (S.D.) (range), unless indicated
otherwise.
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used to measure RA patients’ knowledge and to identify

possible gaps in their knowledge to target patient educa-

tion. This allows users to adapt educational interventions

to the needs of patients. Moreover, it can help to assess

the effects of educational interventions on the knowledge

levels of (groups of) patients. We developed DataK-RA

based short forms that can be used to measure patients’

knowledge level with minimal patient burden.

We also provided several tools that researchers inter-

ested in using these short forms can use to obtain IRT-

scaled DataK-RA scores for their own data collected

with either or both of these short forms. The results of

the present study show that the crosswalked IRT-scaled

scores performed in a similar manner to the IRT pattern

scores in terms of agreement among alternative versions

and overall reliability of the scores. Based on these find-

ings, we conclude that researchers interested in using

the short forms can confidently use the crosswalked

scores, without great loss of accuracy and precision.

Moreover, given that each short form included unique

items, they can be used by researchers interested in

assessing patient knowledge of RA as a means to con-

trol item exposure and to remove bias attributable to

learning effects from their studies. This makes them suit-

able for use in pre–post-intervention studies. Given that

the items in both short forms do not overlap, the

FIG. 1 Score precision

Datak-RA: disease- and treatment-related knowledge about RA.

TABLE 2 Crosswalks

Raw score short form 1, t-score Short form 1, S.E. CR Short form 2, t-score Short form 2, S.E. CR

0 23.75 5.53 0.69 23.87 5.42 0.71

1 26.88 5.13 0.74 27.10 4.98 0.75
2 29.70 4.81 0.77 29.94 4.67 0.78
3 32.27 4.57 0.79 32.51 4.44 0.80

4 34.68 4.40 0.81 34.89 4.29 0.82
5 36.97 4.30 0.82 37.14 4.19 0.82

6 39.21 4.26 0.82 39.30 4.15 0.83
7 41.43 4.27 0.82 41.44 4.15 0.83
8 43.68 4.34 0.81 43.60 4.19 0.82

9 46.03 4.47 0.80 45.83 4.28 0.82
10 48.51 4.66 0.78 48.20 4.43 0.80

11 51.20 4.93 0.76 50.76 4.65 0.78
12 54.17 5.26 0.72 53.60 4.94 0.76
13 57.47 5.67 0.68 56.85 5.34 0.72

14 61.18 6.14 0.62 60.65 5.85 0.66
15 65.46 6.68 0.55 65.31 6.53 0.57

CR: conditional reliability.

Assessment of patient knowledge in RA
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improvement in score over the course of study cannot

be attributed to patients having learned the correct

answers to individual questions. In support of the con-

struct validity, both short forms were found to relate to

age, education level and sex to a similar extent. Similar

associations have been found for other patient knowl-

edge questionnaires in previous studies and in our own

analysis of the full DataK-RA item bank [7–11]. Our

results also showed that both developed short forms

had good psychometric properties when comparing the

reliability and floor and ceiling effects with common

benchmark or cut-off values for high-quality measure-

ment properties, with reliability coefficients >0.70 and

floor/ceiling effects <15% [14]. Furthermore, the IRT

analysis of the information functions showed that reliable

scores can be obtained across the spectrum, ranging

from extremely low patient knowledge (2 S.D. below the

mean) to �0.5 S.D. above the mean. These findings indi-

cate that higher reliability and lower ceiling effects will

be obtained if the questionnaires are applied in popula-

tions with lower disease knowledge than our sample of

patients. On the contrary, the instruments are not as

well suited for measuring higher levels of disease knowl-

edge. This is a direct result of the choices we made in

the item selection procedure. For use in populations

with higher or unknown levels of disease knowledge, dif-

ferent item selections or computerized adaptive testing

will yield better results.

Our results also showed a high level of agreement

among IRT scores obtained for the two short forms,

TABLE 3 Construct validity and relative efficiency

Short-form 1 Short form 2

b (constant) R2 t b (constant) R2 t RE

Age, years �0.37 (78.20) 0.15 �7.85* �0.30 (69.56) 0.16 �8.14* 0.96

Education 9.26 (37.38) 0.29 11.45* 5.77 (40.00) 0.18 8.51* 0.74
Sexa �2.77 (58.33) <0.01 �1.80 �2.29 (53.70) 0.01 �1.94* 0.93

Educational attainment levels in accordance with the International Standard Classification of Education: 1¼low;
2¼intermediate; 3¼high. a1¼ female, 2¼ male. *Statistically significant at the 0.05 level. T: T-test statistic; RE: relative effi-

ciency; R2: proportion of explained variance; t: Student’s t-test for the slope of the regression line.

FIG. 2 Item response theory-based pattern scoring

Bias is the score on short form 1 minus the score on short form 2. Datak-RA: disease- and treatment-related knowl-

edge about RA.
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irrespective of whether IRT-based pattern scoring or the

crosswalks were used for scoring. This was an expected

finding for two reasons. The first reason is that the item

response model corrects the IRT scores for item charac-

teristics, such as the difficulty of the items. The second

reason is that the optimal test assembly algorithm was

programmed to ensure similar statistical information for

both short forms. As is likely to happen, in our case this

has led to a balanced distribution of the items over the

short forms in terms of their difficulty parameters, mean-

ing that even the expected summed scores are more sim-

ilar for the different forms than would be the case if the

items were randomly distributed between the two forms.

Although the high agreement of IRT scores for both

versions and high reliability suggest that the short forms

should be responsive to change in patient knowledge, in

the present study design we were not able to evaluate

this. Another potential limitation is that we used only

psychometric performance criteria for the item selection

process. Short forms balanced with respect to specific

item content, number of response options or other crite-

ria can, in principle, also be derived. However, the cur-

rent version of the item bank contains only 42 items,

which limits the potential for such applications. Finally,

there was a relatively low response rate. The representa-

tiveness of these results for the overall patient popula-

tions in our clinical setting is therefore unclear. Future

research should be directed at including more items in

the item bank, in particular more difficult items, which

would additionally increase the measurement perfor-

mance of DataK-RA-derived measures in populations

with higher levels of disease-related knowledge.

Our ongoing research activities are aimed to develop

the DataK-RA and short forms further on these points.

Currently, the short forms described in this paper are

being used in an intervention study, meaning that we

will be able to evaluate the sensitivity to change of

DataK-RA. Also, we are working on the development of

additional items for the item bank, specifically focusing

on the inclusion of more difficult items and items on re-

cent developments in RA treatment. We are also work-

ing on validation of the English version of DataK-RA.

In sum, the development of DataK-RA short forms is

yet another step in providing health-care professionals

and researchers with psychometrically sound and up-to-

date tools to assess disease-related knowledge in RA

patients. We hope that these short forms prove useful in

targeted patient education and in measuring whether

education improves knowledge.
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